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Loxcreen Flooring Group - Expansion of
manufacturing and warehouse facilities
Mississauga, ON: The Loxcreen Flooring Group, the leading supplier of trims and installation
accessories in North America, is expanding its facilities. The business has seen steady growth in its
market with countless new products that have been added over the last few years. This growth has
necessitated the construction of a new warehouse addition to the main Canadian facility in Mississauga
(ground was broken on the 35,000 square foot high cube warehouse on July 11, 2011) as well as an
expansion and re-organization of storage capabilities in the US facility in Hayti Missouri (completed last
year).
The additional space will enable the company to continue to provide its superior service levels to its
entire customer base by allowing for increased levels of inventory of its broad selection of products.
The entire Loxcreen team is excited about the expansion and the opportunities created both within the
local communities as well as the markets they serve. A senior Loxcreen executive expressed that the
companies’ commitment to the flooring industry is solidified by the investments being undertaken. “This
expansion, the new ERP system we are implementing and the leaned out manufacturing floor plan we
are rolling out will insure that we are at the leading edge of known technologies while we continue to
pursue new, proprietary technologies for both our processes and our products. The fact that our
business model is unique to the industry is an advantage to our customer base as they look to
successfully consolidate vendors. Our strong roots in aluminum and vinyl extrusion as well as our indepth knowledge of the industry means that we are constantly updating our offering with the most
recent product trends. The newest colours, profiles, and installation systems can all be found within the
Loxcreen Flooring Group’s family of products”.
The Loxcreen Flooring Group and its brands (Bengard, Shur-Trim, Dura-Trim, Loxcreen Flooring
Accessories and KinTrim) have been successfully providing flooring accessories in North America for
over five decades. We have been focused on customer service since the beginning. It is true that we
have the broadest assortment of accessory products in the industry. It is also true that we have a
history of order fulfillment and customer satisfaction that is recognized as an industry leader. We are
proud of the fact that we bring new and exciting products to market well in advance of others, as well as
providing the basic products that are used everyday. Our success is really based on the exceptional
customer service provided by our associates and the strong customer relationships that have been
solidified over the years as a result.
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